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‘:1, i , -._. 

This invention relates to antenna systems for 
.the radiation and reception of radio waves‘. It 
relates more particularly‘to aircraft antennas 
and to methods and apparatus for feeding ra 
dio energy to such antennas.‘v . 1 e . 1 ' 

The trendof development. of “modern aircraft 
has been toward increasingly-higher ?ight speeds 
‘and, accordingly, toward more vexacting airfoil 
design. At the same time the amountand com 
plexity of electronic equipment carried in.~.'the 
plane for communication, navigation, collision 
warning, instrument landing etc.,-'has-fincrea'sed. 
,In operation, much of this equipment requires 

the radiation or reception of radio waves.and,rac 
cordingly, requires suitable *ante'nna structures 

. capable of efficient performance over the'wide 
range of "frequencies utilized by the electronic 
equipment. The increased ?ight speeds of the 
aircraft and the resulting necessity for careful 
aerodynamic design render 
any externally projecting antenna structures that 
would alter the con?gurations of the aircraft sur 
faces. ' .- 1 

It has become, therefore‘, ofparamount'im 
portance to vprovide aircraft antenna systems ' 
which require no externally projecting or'pro 
truding portions. Many such “faired-in” or 
recessed antennas have been developed. These 
antennas, although operatingv satisfactorily" for 
many applications inithe superhigh frequency 
ranges, e. g. above 500 megacycles, generally-have 
been unsuitable for operation, in the lowerrfre 
quency ranges. One reason for this unsatisfac 
tory operation is that the. radiating‘ structures 
are necessarily'larger for these lower frequency, 
1. e. longer Wavelength, antennasthan. are those 
required for the higher frequency ranges, and 
it is, accordingly, more di?icult to provide suffi 
ciently large openings in the surface of the‘ air 
craft to permit the use of conventional cavitylor 
slot type antennas. = . i‘ -' 

Because of the large number of ‘radio equip 
ments which must be. operated in the plane-and 
because of the large radiating structures required 
at these lower frequencies it is desirable thatithe 
-faired-in antenna operate over a-wide range of 
frequencies so that various electrical equipments 
may be connected as desired to the same'antenna 
structure; andfor many applications it would ‘be 
desirable that no readjustment of I antenna 
matching networks be required soythat bythe 
use of suitable band-pass ?lters several equip 
ments ,could be connected 1 simultaneously, with 
theantenna. ._ ,w - '- " 

,As the frequency of operationis reducedTithe= ' 

undesirable‘the use of I 

10 

?at surfaces of'the aircraft suitable for vground 
surfaces, i. e. electrically conductive surfaces ad 
jacentthe antenna, become increasingly smaller 
electrically, and it is, therefore, essentialv that 
the antenna be constructed, and driven (i. e. 
electricallyv energized) sov that satisfactory op 
eration may be ‘achieved’ inconjunction with av 
relatively smallground plane,;and,that the ef 
fects of this ground plane )be minimized so that 
the antenna impedance presented to'the feedline 
is not altered excessively by frequency changes. 
within the operating range. 
The impedance presentedto: the antennafeed 

line should be suii'iciently'highthat; ordinary co- . 
axialline vmaybe used to couple energy between 
the transmitting or receiving equipment andthe 
antenna. If it is found necessary to‘empl'oy im 
pedance matching elements .in-conjunction with 
the antenna, it generally is'desirablethat such 
elements operatexwithout reaojustmentover the 
entire frequency range with whichtheantenna 

, is to be used.» Such readjustment isinconvenient 
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‘polarized radiation energy1 . 

and precludessimultaneous. use;'of the’ antenna 
with more than one .electricalgequipmenta 

. - *In accordance with-thapreferred; embodiment 

ofv the present invention agcompletelyfaired-in 
‘antenna is provided that is2operab1e loverv a wide _ 
frequency range and.,~which‘ makes I-use'_-of.; al-' 
.ready existing aerodynamic;,._surfaces as-Hthe . 
radiating elements.‘ ~ This. antennahprovidesnver-i ' 

tically polarized, radio: Waves, advantageous, 
_' this frequency range, and‘ is canablemfsatisiaw ' ‘ 
‘tory operationin conjunction with nelectr‘cal- , 

- vly} small ground surface_.y;:»v 
in elation-to It is, accordingly, an objec 

provide an improved»__faired-.in;aircraft antenna ‘ 
system. _ I 

It is a furtherobjecta?ofj this invention 1 
vide such an antenna systemainawhiich the effects 
of the ground plane con?gurationton the .-.im.— 
pedance characteristicsof the antenna are mini 
mized; , .. H .. _, .. . 

, It‘ is anotherobject “'providefsuch; 4 " 

‘as system utilizing 'a' portion’of’thfe ,aii‘craftstruc_-_> I I‘ 
' tically, 1 .1 ture'" as a radiating element to"providev yer 

In ‘me aspect .Of the invenuon-itisiaa been I couplingsys- ' 
‘to: ‘provide 'an improved wide‘ b 
temfor- aircraftiantennas.'_ -_- - I a - 

In another aspect of- the invention it is 
ject'to providev an improved-broadband vi/"e'rt‘icalL- ' . 
~ly polarized ‘antenna system-infwhi'ch' the driving? ' , 
impedance. is .maintained".withini-'praoticalvop'e . . 
éeratingxlimits of thezcharacteristiciimpedance“of ' . 
a‘ conventionalztype coaxial - feedYTl-ine voveri a ‘wide I . ' 



> able {for receiving. I ‘ 

with ‘relation-‘to- th'elradiation 'aindl-r‘eception of 3 
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"range of frequencies, or can be brought within 
these limits by an easily realizable non-adjusta 
ble impedance matching section. 
The various features of novelty which charac 

terize the present invention are pointed out with 
particularity in the claims annexed to and form 
ing a part of this speci?cation._ For a better un 
derstandingof the invention,its advantages and 
the speci?c objects obtained with its use, refer 
ence should be had to the following descriptive 
matter and to the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 shows the tail structure of an airplane 
with the position of the antenna-excitation‘ ele 
ment indicated in broken "lines; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of 
the tail ?n and excitation element;'- 7 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the 
excitation element taken on line 3-3 of Fig; 2'; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken 
on line 4--4 'of'Fig. 2; ' ‘ 1 r 

Fig. 5 ‘shows the excitationvelement and the 
upper portion of the tail'?n with the ‘plastic-‘tail 
cap removed; ‘ ~ . 

Fig.‘v 61shows the ‘upper portion of the vtail :?n 
with the plastic 'tail cap in place; 

Figs.‘7, 8 and 9 show'the ‘input impedance of 
one ‘particular antenna structure and the change 
produced therein by simple m‘atchingisections; 

Fig. 10 shows ‘the istandingwave ratio on the 
feedlin'e 'of atypical antennastructure embody 
ing the invention; , . 

Figs. 11, 12 and‘13 show'typic'al' ?eld strength 
patterns of the'radiating'structure for the indi 
cated?ra'diation angles near the horizontal'plane; 
and, . . 

, Fig. 14 shows a folded-loop excitation element 
for operation over a narrower'frequency range. 

The‘ characteristics ' of ‘ a given ‘antenna 6 are 
the ‘same, if properly interpreted, regardless ‘of 
whether that antenna 'is' used for transmitting 
orreceiving. This equivalence follo'ws'the vreci 
procity law which is an extension 'of the well 
known reciprocity theorem" found ‘in. "electrical 
circuits; Although the discussion vherein I refers 
for 'the>'most part'to transmitting antennas, the 
interpretation of the‘ present disclosure ‘is not 
to be so limited; .The'term radiating element, 
therefore, is to be 'co'nstrued-notas ‘an element 

“* necessarily ‘used ‘for radiating, but rather one 
‘ whichis capable of radiating and,-therefore,1suit-" 

Other terms vused herein, 

electro-magnetic energy; are ' to ‘be similarly-in 
‘ terprete'd. ~. I 

In order ‘to ~ ‘provide afaired-in ‘radiating, fele 
ment capable of satisfactory operation in thelfr‘e 
quency range between- ‘50 and 400 ‘mega'cy'cles, a 

, metal vertical" stabilizer} (Fig. 1}‘). pr tau‘ ‘?n, 
, of the ‘aircraft‘mayifbe utilized‘advathtagebusly 
as the radiating elemen't: - "One 'di?i’c'ulty is‘ theft 

3 theground ‘surfaces formed by the horizontal 
fstabiliz'ers 4 maths-adjacentperms-n of the‘ fu 
‘ seia‘ge' arelshia'll'ihdterins Of the'waivéléflgths 

1 , at which “the dimensions‘ of the tail ‘?n 

most suitable as a reds-?r)" " , . ,, ,-. - 

In order to minimize thee?ects of theseground 
“ surfaces, the tail ?n 2 is excited or fed‘near'the 
upper end.‘ .Withsuch top‘feedingthe'impedance 
presented to the. feed line, which/is determined 

' qlargely by; the surface‘‘currentsimmediately‘ade ‘ 
1 l-rjacent'thepolnt'of feedydo'es n'ot'change as rapid‘ 

' fly with changes‘ ‘in ; frequency as if I it were‘ fed 
7 ‘near the base where the small and discontinuous 

make it ’ 

1,0 

4 
ground surfaces would exert a controlling in~ 
?uence. 
However, the dimensions and shape of the 

stabilizer are dictated ordinarily by aerodynamic 
considerations rather than electrical require 
ments. Thus, it is necessary to excite or drive 
the stabilizer as a radiating element without ma 
terially altering the outer surface configuration 
or weakening the structure. 
In order that the vertical stabilizer 2 may be 

excited as a radiating element, the metal struc 
ture of the stabilizer is terminated along line 8. 

‘ This structure is closed at the top by a metal 
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‘plate l2 (Fig. 5) suitably secured to the upwardly 
‘ extending-sides of stabilizer 2. An excitation ele 
ment 14, mounted above the stabilizer 2, is sup 

I ported from plate [2 by insulating supports l6 
and I8 constructed, for example, of impregnated 
Fiberglas. 
To avoid changing the shape of the airfoil the 

excitationelement l4 isshaped to-conform gen 
erally with the desired ‘surface con?guration and 
.covered with a housing 22 (Fig. 6) of plastic or 
other suitable insulating material, shaped to pro 
vide the desired aerodynamic characteristics. 
' To ‘transfer ‘energy from the vtransmitting or 
receiving equipment (not shown) to the excita 
tion element It, acoaxial'cable ‘24 (Fig. 2) ex 
tends from this equipment upwardly through the 
interior of the vertical stabilizer 2 to the excita 
tion element 14. The outer conductor of the co 
.axial cable 24 is grounded to the plate I2 and 
the inner conductor is'connected to the excitation 
element“. . 

.The radio frequency ‘energy delivered by the 
coaxialcable 24 to the excitation element I4 is 
coupled by capacity to the radiating surfaces of 
the vertical stabilizer 2. In order to reduce'the 
direct, or shunt, capacity which is e?ectively be 
tween the inner conductor of cable 24 and the 
metal'su'rfaces of stabilizer 2, a tapered section, 
generally ‘indicated at 26, forms the lower part 
of element I 4. The tip of this tapered section 
v26 joins the inner conductor of cable 24 near the 
surface of plate l2 and with gradually increasing 
dimensions upwardly, forms the excitation ‘ele 
ment. , ' 

. vThe shape of element 14 is shown by Figs.'3, 4, 
and 5. The-exact shape is not critical and again 
is governed to considerable extent by aerodynamic 
design‘considerations. vIt'must, however, be suf 
l?ciently large to provide ‘adequate series capaci 
tive coupling-_.‘between cable 24 and vthe-sur 
faces 'of the vertical stabilizer 2, but in order‘that 
satisfactory operation may be had over a'wide 
frequency range the dimensions of excitation-ele 
ment- 14 are small in termsiof wavelengths at 

- the highest frequency of operation. 
In order to avoid undesirable effects ‘that might 

be caused ’ by movement of ‘ the vertical " rudder, 
the hinge line of which is indicated diagrammat 
ically at‘ 28 in Fig. "2,‘ thelexcitati‘o'n elementlllll is 
placed‘ well‘ forward on plate l2’o'f the‘ vertical ‘sta 
bilizer'with a relatively i?at'isurface 32 facing-the 

, rudder portion. 

The antennas described above can ‘ be readily 
matched ‘to a ‘coaxial line having a' 50 ohm‘cha'n 
'acteristic impedancei‘so that‘ there is less than ‘a 
two to one voltage standingwave ratio on the line 
over wide frequency ranges, provided, the-height 
‘and-cross sectional! dimensions" of the '?n'fare suf 
?‘ciently large vas compared "to a wavelengthTI‘at 
"the minimum frequency ?of :operatiomiand-Ithat 
the ratio of the height of the excitation element 
‘to: theiove‘reall height in wavelengths? is ' such as 
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to result'in an input impedance of approximately 
25 ohms or more over the desired frequency 
range. However, even when the ratio of excita 
tion element height to the over-all height is as 
low as 0.10, which is considerably smaller than 
optimum, it is possible, by properly shaping and 
positioning the excitation element M, to obtain 
input impedance characteristics which, if not 
naturally matched to the feed system over a broad 
band of frequencies, can be readily matched 

' thereto by an easily realizable transforming sec 
tion. 

' It has been observed that the vertical height 
of the stabilizer 2, the height of the excitation 
element M, the length of the tapered portion ‘26, 
and the over-all height of the structure, are the 
more critical factors in determining the antenna 
impedance, whereas reasonable changes in the 
shape and other'dimensions of the radiating 'ele 
ment and in the excitation element I4 produce 
impedance changes of secondary importance. 

Unexpectedly, the input impedance of this 
antenna is similar to that of a sleeve antenna with 
a comparable ratio of sleeve to over-all height 
and operating in conjunction with a large flat 
ground plane. This is particularly surprising 
because the combined area of the horizontal sta 
bilizers and the upper adjacent surfaces of the 
fuselage are small in terms‘of square wavelengths 
and are far from continuous surfaces. 7 
The useful operating range over which the an 

tenna may be made‘ to operate satisfactorily de 
pends upon the height of the vertical stabilizer. 

Best operation is obtained readily when the 
height of the vertical stabilizer is less than 0.4 
or more than 0.6 ‘wavelength. Advantageously, 
for wide band operation, the height of the sta 
bilizer should be, therefore, at least 0.6 wave 
length at the minimum frequency of operation, or 
itshould be less than 0.4.- wavelength at the maxi 
mum frequency of operation. _‘ 
However, satisfactory but relatively narrow 

band antennas of this type may be constructed 
.for operation in this intermediate range, i. e. 
where the stabilizer height is between 0.4 and 0.6 
wavelength. 
One particular antenna, constructed in accord 

ance with the present invention and designed 
to operate over the'frequency range from 100 to 
250 megacycles, presents an input impedance over 
this frequency range as shown by line 32 in 
Fig. '7. As shown, the standing wave ratio on a 
50 ohm coaxial transmission line was greater 
than two to one over most of the frequency range. 
However, the addition of a simple series condenser 
having a value of 19 pmf. transforms the input of 
this antenna to that shown in Fig. 8. This im 
pedance curve is further transformed tothat 
shown in Fig. 9 by the addition of a 100 ohm series 
line section having a length of approximately 
22 degrees at 100 megacycles. Thus, as shown 
in Figs. 9 and 10, the standing wave ratio on 
the 50 ohm line is less thantwo to one substan 

range. _ 

Field patterns of this antenna at the mid-fre 
quency of operation are shown in Figs. 11, 12 
and 13. Fig. 11 shows the ?eld pattern of the 
antenna 20 degrees. below the horizontal plane; 
Fig‘. 12 indicates the pattern 10 degrees below the 
horizontal; and Fig. 13 shows the ?eld pattern 
at an angle of 10 degrees above the horizontal 
plane. 

It is apparent that the antenna may be con 
structed by insulating the top portion of the 
vertical stabilizer. This may be done by cutting 

10 
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the metal stabilizer along a horizontal line and 
then connecting the surfaces and internal struts 
of the two‘ stabilizer sections with insulating ma- 
terial having the requisite strength. ‘Thus the 
top portion of the vertical stabilizer is separated 
by short lengths ‘of insulating material from. 
the lower portion. The top section is fed in the 
same manner as the excitation element l4 above. 
Another type of excitation element is shown 

in Fig. 14, and has particular utility for appli_ 
cations in which the height of the plastic hous 
ing 22 is limited and where extremely wide band 
operation is not required. In this example, an 
excitation element 35 is formed by a strip of 
suitable conductive material, for example, 1%; 
inch diameter copper tubing having an over-all 
length substantially equal to one-half wavelength 
at the mid-frequency of operation. The inner 
conductor of the coaxial transmission line 24 is 
connected to one endof the excitation element 30 
by a short tapered section 38; the opposite end 
of the copper tubing 36 is connected to the? 
plate [2, as at E2, by screws or other suitable 
means. 

In order to avoid adverse impedance changes? 
which might be caused by movement of the 
metallic rudder portion of the stabilizer, the ex; 

_ citation element 36 forms a folded loop, as shown 
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in Fig. 14. With this arrangement, that portion 
of the excitation element 36 nearest the rudder 
is a relatively low current area and, thus, mini 
mizes impedance changes caused by coupling and 
hence dependent upon the angular position of 
the rudder. ' 

In this speci?cation and the accompanying 
drawings, there is shown and described a pre 
ferred embodiment and one modi?cation of the 
invention; but it is to be understood that these 
are not intended to be exhaustive nor limiting 
of the invention, but‘on the contrary are given 
for purposes of illustration in order that others 
skilled in the art may fully understand the in 
vention and the principles thereof and the man 
ner of applying it in practical use so that they 
may modify and adapt it in various forms, each 
as may be best suited to the conditions of a par 
ticular use. 

I claim: ‘ 

l. A broadband vertically polarized aircraft 
antenna system, comprising a vertical tail fin 
having an outer conductive surface portion ex 
tending upwardly from the fuselage of said air 
craft, an excitation element mounted above and 
supported by said conductive portion, a coaxial 
transmission line having an inner and an outer 
conductor and extending from the interior of 
said aircraft through said conductive portion to 
the upper portion thereof, a tapered section 
forming a part of said excitation element and 
electrically connected to the inner conductor of 
said coaxial line. ' 

2. A vertically polarized top-fed antenna sys 
' tem, comprising a source of electrical energy, a 
ground plane, a radiator extending upwardly 
from said ground plane, a feedline connected to 
said source and‘ extending'to the upper end of 
said radiator, and an excitation element mounted 
above and feeding electromagnetic energy to said , 
radiator one end of said element being connected 
to said feedline and the opposite end to the upper 
portionof said radiator and having a total length 
therebetween equal to an integral multiple of 
half wavelengths substantially at the mid-fre 
quency of the operating range. 

3. A vertically polarized top-fed antenna sys 
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tem,.comprisins.a ground plane. aradiatorex 
tendingupwardly from said ground, plane, an 
excitation element mounted above and feeding 
electromagnetic energy to saidradiator and hav 
ing a total length equal to one-half wave length 
substantially at the mid-frequency of the operat 
ing-range, ‘and a feedline connected to one end 
of 'said‘excitation element the opposite end of 
said element ‘being connected to the upper sur 
face of said radiator. ' 

4. A coupling systemlfor feeding electromag 
. netic energy to the structural portions of an air 
craft to produceelectromagnetic radiation there 
from, comprising a vertical tail ?n'of said air 
craft having conductive and non-conductive por 
tions, a source of electrical energy, a. feedline 
extending between the base and, the upper por 
tionof said conductive portion, an excitation ele 
ment mounted within said non-conductive por 
tion-and coupling electromagnetic energy be 
tween said feedline and said conductive portion, 
said excitation. element comprising a conductor 
having a total length substantially equal to one 
half Wavelength at the frequency of operation, 
one end of said excitation element being con 
nected to said feedline and the opposite end being 
connected to the upper surface of said conductive 
portion 

5. A vertically ‘polarized top-fed antenna sys 
tem, comprising a ground plane, jaradiator ex 
tending upwardly from said ground plane, an ex 
citation el'ement mounted above and feeding elec 
tromagnetic energyyto said radiator, saidv ex 
citation element comprising a generally U 
shaped length of conductive material, the mid 
pointthereof being displaced inthe same hori 
zontal direction from each end thereof and hav 
ing an overall length substantially equal to one 
half wavelength at - the mid-frequency of the 
operating range, and a feedline connected to one 
end of said excitation element, the opposite end 
of said element being connected to the upper 
surface of said radiator. ' 

6. A coupling. system for feeding electromag 
netic energy to the metal surface of. the tail 
structureof an aircraft having a laterally'mov 
able vertical rudder, comprising a S0111IGe'Qfe1ec 
trical energy, a stationary vertical tail structure 
having conductive and non-conductive surface 
portions, a feedline extending between said source 
of energy and the upper end of said conductive 
portion, and, an excitation element mounted above 
and. coupling electromagnetic energy between 
said feedline and said conductive ‘portion, said 
excitation element comprising a length of con 
ductive material having a total length substan 
tially equal to. one-half Wavelength at the fre 
quency of operation, one end thereof being con 
nected to said feedline and the opposite end 
thereof being connected to the conductive por 
tion of said tail structure, said element having 
areas of high and other areas of lowcurrent den 
sity therealong and havingan area of low cur: 
rent densitynearer. said movable, rudder than any 
area of maximum current density. . . 

7. An antenna coupling system for usein the 
transmission and reception of radio Wavesin 
an aircraft of the type ‘having an electrically con 
ductive outer skin,,vcompris_ing a verticaltail?n 
connected to. and stationary with respect to the , 
fuselage ,of said aircraft andhaving a?rst elec? 
trically conductive, airfoil portion and, a second 

10 
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8 
nonecond‘u'ctive ,airfoilportion, a feedline extendi 
ing through said conductive; portion, and an 
excitation. element mounted in a ?xed position 
on the uppersurface of ,said conductive portion 
and con?ned within said non-conductive portion 
and connected to said Ufeedline and ‘coupling 
electromagnetic energy between. said feedline and 
said conductive portion. ‘ > - 

8. An antenna coupling system for feeding elec 
tromagnetic-energy to an electrically, conductive 
vertical structural element of an aircraft for ra 
diation therefrom into surrounding space, ;_-said 
system comprising a} vertical structural element. 
forming .an ‘integral part :of ‘the surface of said 
aircraft-and having a lower electrically. conduc 
tiveradiating surface portion ‘and/an upper non 
conductive surface (portion, an excitation vyellennent 
mounted within said noneconductive portion. and 
coupling ele'ctromagneticenergy to said conduc 
tive portion, ._ a tapered portion connected ,to. said 
excitation element, and.'a'_,feedline connected to 
said tapered portion of said'excitation-element 
and extending throughsaid conductive portion. 

9. An aircraft'antenn'a systemcomprising .a 
vertical ‘airfoilvhaving' an exposed‘ electrically 
conductive portion and an exposed insulating 
portion, the outer end .offsaid conductiveportion 
being closed by and ?lectrically continuous.‘ with 
a conductive vlplate calibed'by. said'insulating por 
tion, a feedline Manama and’ second. con 
ductors and'extendingffroml the interior offsaid 
aircraft. to. said plate, said-?rst conductor being 
connected to. saidplate, and an‘ excitation ele 
ment mounted within. said insulating. portion 
and comprising a loop Ioffcon'duc'tive material “ex 
tending between said 's'econdconduetor andjsaid 
plate; .., 

v 10. A broadband vertically polarizedaircraft 
antenna, system, . comprising. .a'5 vertical stabilizer 
extending. outward1y_.from the fuselage of said 
aircraft and havingfa'ri outer exposed conductive 
surface‘ portion electrically continuous . 'with the 
outer surface of saidgaircraft.fuselage,an ‘excita 
tion element. supportedby. the outermost portion 
of said conduotiveiportion and extending: beyond 
said conductive portion a distance equal to at 
least 0.10 of the total height of, saidstabili'zer, 
impedance , matching, 1, ‘means, connected ~to fsaid 
excitation element' and positioned'foutsi'de said 
conductive portion; a .fee'dline ‘extending between 
Said impedance matching means and the interior 
of said aircraft, and fa' streamlined. non-conduc 
tive housingsurrounding at leasthpart of ‘said 
excitation elementandlsupporlied by said con‘ 
ductive portion,_ ._ ' ‘ ' 
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